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Analysis by Job - Revenue management 

Profile: 

 There were only 14 RMs out of the total of 100 respondents, so analysis is inevitably limited.  

 Four were Revenue Directors, the rest RMs, half worked in a `UK capital city’, with half in a unit and more than a third in 

a head office.  

 They were equally split by gender, and all were aged under 50 (the majority in their thirties).  

 The 4 RDs reported to the Managing Director, others to a variety of managers: regional, sales and marketing, General 

Manager, but none to a RD, which seems somewhat surprising 

Experience:  

 Two thirds had more than 10 years experience 

 Half had worked in their company for between one and five years, and half more than this.  

 The majority had been in their current position less than 5 years, and all had had operational experience of some type – 

four having had three or more operational roles.  

 Four had also had two or more jobs outside the industry.  

 One worked part-time, and most worked more than 5 hours overtime a week.    

Qualifications:  

 A third had a hospitality degree, two had no qualifications.  

 The consensus was that specialist qualifications would be more important than those in hospitality, in the future.   

 Three had no formal management training, but half had had some training in their functional area.  

 During the last year, three had had no professional development, and the majority had only had a limited amount. 

Personal development (unrelated to the professional role) was generally seen as `not part of our culture’. 

Key activities: 

In rank order, these are: 

Analysing trends 92% Special promotions 62% 

Strategic pricing 92% Managing outsourced RM systems 62% 

Analysing booking trends 92% Liaison with OTAs 62% 

Availability/rates/inventory management 85% Managing total revenue management 54% 

Forecasting occupancy 85% Managing group business 54% 

Segmentation analysis 85% Managing in-house RM systems 54% 

Daily prices 85% Liaison with other GDSs 54% 

Optimising REVPAR 85% Optimising conference space 46% 

Competitor tracking 77% Optimising customer profitability 39% 

Length of stay controls 69% Reducing cost of acquisitions 31% 

Producing management reports 69% Optimising restaurant occupancy 15% 

 

 Those activities related to rooms revenue management all appear very strongly. However, Total revenue management 

was only practiced by just over half, and customer profitability by just over a third – somewhat disappointing when 

much of current emphasis is on GOPPAR rather than RevPAR.  

 There is also limited evidence of RM input into other perishable spaces, such as conference and restaurants. 

 The majority (60%) use on-site systems, with the rest centralised. None said they used an outsourced system. 



 

Competencies:  

These are ranked in order of those seen as `very important’: 

Communication 91% Team work 45% 

Problem solving 91% Leadership 45% 

Planning 82% Customer-focused 36% 

Strategy/goal setting 82% Innovation 27% 

Organisation 73% Cultural awareness 27% 

Development self and others 64% Presentations 27% 

Negotiation 55%   

 

Salaries: 

 The majority earned under £40,000, which is less than the Finance and Consultant roles.  

 About half have a bonus scheme. 

Opinions as to their changing role over the last five years included: 

 Constant development of technology means we have to try to keep adapting in order to compete  

 As the Web becomes more dominant, technical skills will be at the forefront, as most of the role will be systems based 
over time 

 Access to data analytics has improved forecasting  

 Total revenue management is now more of a focus, including GOPPAR not so much RevPAR. 

 Therefore RM has become more of a key focus area for driving strategy and is seen now as a stand-alone function 

Predictions for the future include: 

 Revenue Management will split into 2 distinct paths  
- Strategic direction will focus on net profit contribution, using increased use of big data analytics and insights 
- Centralised operational support will support day to day planning and pricing, based on advanced RM forecast 
modelling 

 More technology- based 

 More driven to monitor trends and booking patterns as well as increasing profits, and therefore ` at the centre of the 
operation’ 

 The distribution market will shrink to only `a handful of operators who are able to compete with the size and reach’ of 
the key OTAs 

 More customer centric  
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